
Your dog can become Romanian Champion! 
 

2 x CACJ - any Champion dog of another country FCI becomes Romanian Junior Champion! 

3 x CACJ (one of them in CACIB) - any Junior dog becomes Romanian Junior Champion! 

 

2 x CAC - any Champion dog of another country FCI becomes Romanian Champion! 

3 x CAC (one of them in CACIB) - dog becomes Romanian Champion! 

 

3 x CACL (one of them in CACIB) - dog becomes Romanian Champion Cum Laudae! 

 

2 x CACV - (one of them in CACIB) - dog becomes Romanian Veteran Champion! 

 

 

GENERAL PROVISIONS : 

 

The shows is held under the FCI and A.Ch.R. Show regulations. Only dogs registered with    stud books 

recognized by FCI can enter the show. Imported dogs of Romanian owners must be registered with the Romanian 

Stud book. Applications lacking any necessary document (a copy of the International working certificate for the 

working class, a copy of the Championship certificate for the champion class) will be automatically entered into 

an open class without any notification. A copy of a pedigree and a copy of a proof of the payment must be 

enclosed to each application. Should the owner forget to indicate the class or should he/she do it incorrectly 

(regarding the age), the organizer will enter the dog into a relevant class. Documents received after the second 

entry close will not be accepted. Fill in a separate form for each dog. Applications could be sent by post, fax, and 

e-mail or on-line. For the entries send by fax, you must call on the same day to verify the reception and the 

correctness of your applications. Please, enter your dog only once, do not double or triple your entries. The 

receipt of an application will be confirmed in 48 hours  after the sending. Organizer cannot take the responsibility 

for the undelivered applications even if they were sent by registered mail.  

The exhibitor commits to pay the exhibition fees even when he/she will not take part at the show. Should the 

show will not be held for the unforeseen causes the exhibition fees will be used to cover the expenses. The 

organizer may not accept the application without stating the reason. The organizer cannot be held responsible for 

damages caused by/to a dog. Owner is responsible for any damages caused by the dog. Owners of the dogs 

awarded by BOB title are obliged to take part at the final competitions; otherwise they cannot claim a BOB prize. 

A judge is obliged to disqualify aggressive dogs. Provoking dogs against each other is not allowed. It is forbidden 

to treat the coat, skin or nose with anything that alters the structure, color or form. Double handling from outside 

the ring is forbidden. It is strictly forbidden to leave dogs tied up on trimming tables except the time they are 

prepared for the show (trimmed, brushed or combed). Selling puppies at the exhibition grounds is strictly 

forbidden. It is not allowed to enter the dog on the day of the show. It is not allowed to change class on the day of 

the show. If the microchip can not be read or is not the one declared in documents the titles will be cancelled for 

class winners. 

 

VETERINARY REGULATIONS: Dogs from abroad must have a PET PASSPORT and must respect the UE 

regulations. 

 

ULTIMUL TERMEN DE PRIMIRE A INSCRIERILOR / DEADLINE : 27.04.2017                   

 


